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President Trump Donald John TrumpBubba Wallace to be driver of Michael Jordan, Denny Hamlin
NASCAR team Graham: GOP will confirm Trump's Supreme Court nominee before the election
Southwest Airlines, unions call for six-month extension of government aid MORE on Tuesday said
the violence sparked at his rally in Charlottesville, Va., was "a disgrace to our country." “We
condemn all types of violence, bigotry and hatred, and of course, this includes violence, bigotry and
hatred from many sides,” Trump said. “It's been going on for a long time in our country. Not Donald
Trump, not Barack Obama Barack Hussein ObamaGOP senator blocks Schumer resolution aimed at
Biden probe as tensions run high D-Day for Trump: September 29 Obama says making a voting plan
is part of 'how to quarantine successfully' MORE.” ADVERTISEMENT “This has been going on for a
long, long time in our country, a long time. Not Donald Trump,” he added. “Not Barack Obama.” The
comments by Trump come amid a steady stream of criticism from lawmakers of his response to the
violence in Virginia last weekend. At the time of his latest remarks, three people were dead and
others injured after a car allegedly driven by a man with ties to the alt-right drove into a crowd of
people, hitting them and injuring at least 19. It was the deadliest attack in U.S. history against white
nationalists. Trump on Saturday said there is "blame on both sides" for the deaths. He blamed "alt-
left" demonstrators for instigating violence in the city, as well as "very fine people" among both the
alt-right and Antifa. "Was it because the people on the other side also had weapons, or did they have
someone in charge who was able to control the crowd? And you say 'well, you had a person in
charge.'" he said. Trump later deleted a tweet in which he blamed "many sides" for the deadly
violence in Charlottesville, saying the "alt-left" was responsible. The president had previously
blamed "many sides" for the violence at the event. Trump has faced intense backlash over
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